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In a two-phasefluid layer heated from below, two instability mechanismsare present,the
ordinary Rayleigh instability associatedwith thermal expansion and a phase change instability driven by the density differencebetweenthe phases.A stability analysisis presented
for the combined effects of these instability mechanisms, and the critical Rayleigh number is
determined as a function of the properties of the phase transition. The results are applied to

the olivine-spinelphasechangein the mantle, and it is concludedthat this phasechangein
the presenceof a negativetemperaturegradientmay intensifydeep mantle convection.The
elevation of the phase-changeboundary within the descendingcold lithosphericplate at
oceantrenchesis a finite amplitude exampleof the phase-change
instability. The additional
gravitationalbodyforceon the slabdueto the elevationof the phaseboundaryis comparable
to that of thermal contraction.

The conceptof plate tectonicsis now well
accepted. By postulating relative movement
betweensegmentsof the rigid, sphericalouter
shell of the earth, many geologicalphenomena
can be explained.A problem of critical importance is the nature of the driving mechanism
for plate tectonics.This driving mechanism
must provide the energy dissipatedin earthquakes and volcanism.The only steady-state
sourceof energyof sufficientmagnitudeappears
to be the heat generated by the radioactive
elements in the earth's mantle. Other possible energy sourcesare the heat generatedby
the formation of the earth's core or other con-

tinuing differentiationprocesses.
•eating canresultin large-scale
motionsonly
if a body behaveslike a fluid. There is ample
evidencefrom uplift phenomenathat over long
periodsof time the earth'smantle doesexhibit
fluidlikebehavior.Physicalmechanismsfor this
behavior of a crystallinesolid are also available
[Gordon,1965; Weer•man,1970].
If a fluid with a positivecoefficientof thermal
expansionis heated from below, thermal convection will occur if the Rayleigh number
Copyright (• 1971 by the Amer/can GeophysicalUnion.

ceedsa critical value. Sinceit was first proposed
by Holmes [1931] as an explanation for continental drift, this type of thermal convection
has been the favored mechanismfor driving
large-scalesurface displacements.
A numberof

authors [e.g. Pekeris, 1935; Knopo#, 1964]
have shownthat the Rayleigh number for the
upper mantle exceedsthe critical value and
others [e.g. Turcot•e and Oxburgh, 1967;
burgh and Turcoite, 1968; McKenzie, 1969]
have discussed the structure of convection cells
in the mantle.

Evidence from both seismology [Johnson,
1967] and geochemistry [Ringwood, 1970]
indicatesthat an olivine-spinelphase change
occursat a mean depth near 400 km. The density changeacrossthis phasetransitionis about
7%. For comparison,the density changeassociated with a temperature differenceof 1000øK
is 3%. Since density differencesdrive mantle
convectionit is expectedthat the olivine-spinel
phasechangewill have an important effect.Seismic evidencealso indicatesanother important
solid-solidphase change at a mean depth of
650 km. Also, significant density differences
would be associatedwith partial meltingin the
mantle.
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For the o]ivine-spinel
phasechangethe dense
phase(spinel)liesbeneaththe light phase(oli•
vine), and heat is evolvedwhengoingfrom olivine to spinel. If this phase transition is
described
by a univariant system,then in thermodynamic
equilibriumthe phase-change
boundarymustlie onthe C]apeyroncurve.The slope
of this curve dp/dT is positive, and the coefficients
of thermalexpansion
for both phases

upward to a lower hydrostaticpressure.With
the phase-change
boundarydisplacedupward,
the heaviermaterial belowlhe boundaryprovides a hydrostaticpressurehead tendingto
drivethe flowdownward,
leadingto instability.
This instability acis in addition to the trayleigh instability.However,as discussed
above,
the downwardflow of fluidthroughthe boundary releasesheat, thus tending to warm the
are also positive. Under isothermal conditions fluid and returnthe phaseboundaryto its unsucha phase boundary is stable. Consideran perturbedlocation.The negativetemperature
elementof fluid that movesdownwardthrough gradientpromotesinstability,whereasthe rethe phase-changeboundary. When the fluid leaseof heat in the phasechangepromotes
passesthrough the boundary,heat is evolved, stability.
the fluid element is heated, its density deThe effectof this phasechangeon mantleconcreasesbecauseof thermal expansion,and there vectioncan be seenin discussing
the descendis an upward stabilizing body force. A second ing slab of cold lithospherebeneathan oceanic
stabilizingeffect is due to the displacementof trench. Sincethis descending
slab is cold, the
the phaseboundary.Sincethe phaseboundary olivine--spinelphase change will occur at a
mustlie on the Clapeyroncurve,assumingther- shallowerdepthin the slabthan in the adjacent
modynamicequilibrium,the heat evolvedwhen mantle.The high-density
spinelphasewill give
the fluid element passes through the phase-

an additional body force on the slab that will
help to pull it down into the mantle.
The phase-change
instability was first disstatic pressure). With the boundary displaced cussedby Busseand $chuber• [1971]. In the
downward,the lighter fluid above the phase present paper additional results are presented
boundarywill experiencean upward,stabilizing for the combinedeffectsof the Rayleighinstahydrostatic head relative to an undisturbed bility and the phase-change
instability. The recolumn of fluid.
sults are applied to the olivine-spinelphase
K•o•o•/ [1964] has approximatedthe phase- changein the mantle.
changeboundary as a re•ion of nonadiabatic
density distribution and concluded that the
Considerthe stability against infinitesimal
phaseboundary acrs as a 'positive barrier to
convection.' ¾½•hoog½•[1965] consideredthe
perturbations
of a statictwo-phasefluid layer
penetrationof an element of fluid through a confinedbetweenthe horizontalplanesz = --+d
phase-change
boundary and concludedthat the with a horizontalunivariant phase boundary
phaseboundary acts as an 'obstacleto convec- separatingthe two phasesat z = 0. The fluid
tion.' ¾½•g Me•a½s½[1962] carried out a paris assumed
to be in thermodynamic
equilibrium;
tial analysisof a continuousphase changein a the locationof the phaseboundaryis thus dedescendin•element of fluid and concludedthat
ternfinedby the intersection
of the CIapeyron
curve for
•hephasechangecouldcontributeto instability. curve with the pressure-temperature
In theperturbed
statethephase
$•h'•5•½• ½• ½1.[1970] have shownthat the thefluidlayer.
olivine-spinel
phasechan•emay be destabilizin• boundarywill be distortedfrom its initial posiin the presence
of a negativetemperaturegradi- tion at z = 0. The slopeof the Clapeyroncurve
ent.A•ain, considera fluid elementthat moves is given by
downwardthroughthe phasechange.Becauseof

changeboundarywill causethe boundaryto
be displacedto a greater depth (larger hydro-

the zero-ordertemperature•radienf, the fluid
elementapproachin•the phaseboundarywill
be cooler than undisiurbedfluid at the phase
boundary.Assuming
thermodynamic
equilibrium
sothat the phaseboundarylieson the Clapeytoncurve,the phaseboundarywill be displaced

where p is the pressure,T is the absolutetem-

perature,Ap is the changein densityat the
phasetransitionp•-p• (the subscripts1 and 2

referto •he upper•nd l'owerphases,
respec-
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tively), and Q is the energyper unit massrequired to changematerial of phase2 into material of phase 1. Thus, if the lessdensephase
lies above the more densephase,the slope of
the pressure-temperaturecurve exceeds the
slope of the Clapeyron curve, and Q and Ap
are both positive.
We assumethat Ap << p•, .p.•and that both
phaseshave the same values of absolute viscosity /z, thermal conductivityk, specificheat
at constant pressurec•, thermal diffusivity •,
and kinematic viscosityv (/z, k, cp,•, and v are
constants). Each phase is assumed to be a
Boussinesq
fluid, i.e., the density of each phase
is regarded as constant except insofar as the
thermal expansionof the fluid provides a force
of buoyancy. The value of the coefficientof

that the principle of exchangeof stabilitiesis

thermal expansiona is assumedto be constant
and the same for both phases. The difference
in density betweenthe two phasesis taken into

to be freesurfaces.
Thuswe require

account in determiningthe distortion of the
phase-changeboundary and in the pressureboundary condition at the phase-change•nterface. Two instability mechanismsare present
in this model, the ordinary Rayleigh instability
associatedwith the thermal expansion of the
fluid and a phase-changeinstability driven by
the density differencebetweenthe phases.
In the undisturbed state there are a constant

The adiabatictemperaturegradientis assumed
to have the same value for both phases.The
right-handsideof equation5 is to be evaluated
at the positionof the undisturbedphasebound-

ary. In writing the momentumand energy
conservation
equations,equations3 and 4, respectively, we have assumedthat the state of

marginalstabilityis givenby O/8t = 0, i.e.,
valid.

Without loss of generality we considerthe

two-d•ensionaIperiodicsolutionsof equations
24 with horizontalwave number l. The vertical
velocity perturbations are solutionsof

- l• w•,• =

'

(6)

The horizontalboundariesat z = •d are •aken

w- 0z• - 0 at z = •d

(7)

The symmeiricsolutionsof equation6 subjsct
to condiiionsof equation 7 are

where

negativetemperaturegradient of absolutemagnitudefi throughoutthe fluid layer and pressure
gradients --p•g and --p..g in the upper and

lowerphases,respectively(g is the acceleration
of gravity). The static state is, of course,horizontally homogeneous.
As noted previously,if

•

KP

n=

•

=

•(• - •)•

1,2,3

(9)

(•0)

A. •re constantsof iniegr&t•on,and the upper
•nd 1o•er si•s on •he right-handsideof equaThe linearized equations for the velocity tion 8 referto regions• and 1, respectively.
•ith the solution for the verfioal velooity
perturbations
u•.,, the temperatureperturbations
perturbation (8), •e c•n determinethe tem•., and the pressureperturbations•.• are
perature pe•urb•fion from (•) and the bound(•)
•ry conditions
less dense fluid is above more dense fluid

--• V•r•.•+ •V•'u•.•+ ga0•.•.i: 0
-(2 - •3w•,..: •v•0•,•

(3)
(4)

wherep • p• • o,, w is the vertical component
of the perturbationvelocity,• is a unit vector in
the positivez direction,and • is the adiabatic
temperathe gradientgivenby

{,oo

•:o
• •=m4
(•)
The symmetri• solutionsfor the temperature
perturbations are

(1•)
•here the upperandlo•er s•gnsrefer•o regions
• •nd 1, respectively.
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At the phaseboundary there must be continuity of massflow acrossthe boundary,temperature and tangential stress.In our linear
analysisthese continuityconditionsmay be

phases
andthe displacement
of the phasebound-

appliedat z ----0. Thus

on the CIapeyroncurve; V can thus be related
to the temperatureperturbationsand pressure
perturbationsby

w•= w,. • = •

(13)

ary. This pressuredifferenceforcesthe flow that
can resultin a phasechangedriven instability.
The boundarybetweenthe phasesmust lie

Oz
•. -- 8z2 at z = 0

gP• -- •

•7P, -- •

The solutions(8) and (12) satisfy conditions where the temperatureand pressureperturbations in (17) are evaluatedat z -- 0, sincethe
There are three remaining conditionsat the
displacement
of the phaseboundaryis infinitesiphaseboundary.The tangentialvelocitymust mal. Equation 17 is easily understood when
be continuous at the

interface between the

written

in the form

phases.
The linearizationof this conditionyields

(.wh-gp•,•
8z

8z

(.w%gP2•7•

z = o

The numeratorsare the differencesin pressure
As a result of the massflux acrossthe phase- between• point locatedat z = V in the perboundary, energy will be releasedor absorbed turbed state and • point located at z = 0 in
depending
on the directionof the phasechange. the unperturbed state. The denominatorsare
At the phaseboundary an amount of energy sim•r temperaturedifferences.
pwQ is absorbedper unit time and per unit
area. The energy absorbed or released at the
interfacemust be balancedby the differencein
the perturbation heat flux into and out of the
phaseboundary. This linearized conditionis

pwQ= \Oz' az/ at z = 0

(15)

•ISCUSSION

OF T•E

•OL•TION

When the solutions,equations8 and 12, are

substitutedinto the interfaceconditions,
equations 1•16, • set of algebraicequationsfor the
constantsA,• (n = 1, 2, 3) is obtained.For th•s
se• •o be solwble the determinent

of the co-

e•cients must be zero.This providesan eigen-

Finally, the normal stress must be continuous value equationfor the problemas follows

_____
S(Sff--

L•)• tanh 8• 4- 2• s

2•;•(6/'--L•.)•
•%-•Ro
tanh
•x
at the phaseboundary. This conditionmay be

where

written

w'x-- w,. = -- g•lAp at z = 0

(16)

where V is the vertical displacementof the
distortedphaseboundary.In condition(16) the
differencein perturbationpressurebetweenthe
two phasesis equatedto the hydrostatichead
generatedby the densitydifferencebetweenthe

_

(20)

3

Re= agd
Q/c•

(21)
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The parameterR•, the ordinary Rayleigh number, enters equation 19 through the 3•. The
parameter$ is the ratio of the fractional density changein the phasetransitionto the fractional density changeassociatedwith thermal
expansion.Since pg/y ;> fi and Ap • 0 when
the heavy phase lies below the light phase,S
is a positive quantity. Since S measuresthe
magnitudeof the fractional density changein

T•mcorT•

promoteinstability,whereasreleaseof heatby
the phase changepromotesstability. The ratio
R•/RQ provides a quantitative measure of
the opposingeffects. It is important to note
that in regions of downward flow the phase
boundaryis displacedupward and in regionsof
upward flow the phase boundary is moved
downward.

In the general
case,the Rayleighnumber
the phase transition relative to that associated
is given by equation 19 as a function of the
with thermal expansion,it is clearthat
dimensionlesshorizontal wave number L and
the parametersS and Re. For given valuesof
•q and Re, a particular value of L will yield a
minimum value of R•. Values of this minimum
critical Rayleigh number R•o•, for the sym-

')
is the appropriate Rayleigh nmnber for the
phase-changedensity difference. Just as the
ordinary Rayleigh number R• measures the
effectiveness
of density differencesdue to thermal expansionin forcing convectiveinstability,
so the phase change Rayleigh number
measuresthe effectiveness
of phasechangedensity differences
in drivinginstability.The parameter R• is still another Rayleigh number based
on the temperature difference Q/c, instead of
the destabilizingtemperature differenceacross
the fluid layer. This parameter measuresthe
stabilizing influence of the latent heat in the
phase transition.

metric caseare given in Figure ! as a function
of R• for various values of the parameter •q.

For R• = •q = 0 there is no phasechange,and
we recoverthe caseof ordinary Rayleigh instability for which R•o,•, = 27•r4/2' = 41.094

[Chandrasekhar,
1961].In the limit c•--• 0,
and Ro -• 0, S --, c• and R•S --• 40.923 for
R•/R• -- 0 [Busse
andSchubert,
1971;Schubert
et
al., 1970].In the ordinaryRayleighinstability,
the density changedue to thermal expansionis
spreadthroughout the fluid layer. In the phase
changeinstability of a fluid with a - 0, the
density changeoccursat a singlepositionin the
fluid. The Rayleigh numberfor the formerproblem can be found analytically, whereasfor the
latter the determinationof the Rayleighnumber

The limitingcasese•-, 0 and • --•,, e•-• 0
and fi :/= fi,, • -• 0 and • -• fi• have been requires the numerical evaluation of a transtudiedin detailby Busseand Schuberi[1971]. scendentalexpression.It is remarkable that the
The resultsof the analysisfor the case• --• 0, two Rayleigh numbersdiffer by only a few per
•9 -v• fi• have been applied to mantle phase cent.
changesby Schubertet al. [1970]. This caseis
Since Ro representsthe stabilizing effect of
of particular interest since for • -- 0 the ordi- latent heat releaseat the interface, it is undernary Rayleigh instability is not present, and standable that as the parameter Ro increases
onemay focuson the phasechangeas the source the critical Rayleigh number for a fixed value
of instability.As previouslydiscussed,
the inflow of S alsoincreases._kscan be seenfrom Figure1,
of relativelycoldmaterial from abovethe phase- for sufficiently large R• the critical Rayleigh

changeboundary(owingto the zero-ordertemperature gradient) forcesthe interface to a region of lower hydrostaticpressure,i.e., upward.
With the interfacedisplacedupward,the heavier
material below the interface givesa hydrostatic
pressurehead tending to drive the flow downward, leadingto instability.However,the downward flow of fluid through the interface releasesheat, thus tending to warm the fluid and
return the phaseboundary to its unperturbed
location. The inflow of cold material

tends to

number becomes insensitive to the value of

Also, for sufficientlylarge R• the critical Rayleighnumberfor symmetricconvection(Figure1)
exceedsthe critical Rayleigh number for antisymmetric convection 657.5 [Chandrasel•har,

1961]. We find from Figure 1 that R•ø,,, decreasesas S increasesfor fixed R•. This reflects
the fact that as S increasesthe fractional density

change associatedwith the phase transition
becomesincreasinglysignificantas compared
with the densitychangeassociated
with thermal

102 -
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Fig. 1. The minimumcriticalItayleighnumberR•,•

for 0oavection
throughthe phase

boundaryas a functionof Ro for variousvaluesof S.

expansion,and the phase changeplays a more
important role in driving the instability, thus
reducing the critical Rayleigh number. For a
wide range of values of Ro and S, the critical
Rayleigh number for symmetric convection
througha phasechangeis lower than the critical
Rayleigh number for a s'mgle-phase
fluid.
STABILITY OF THE I•AIWTLE

Major [1970] are Av = 4.6 cm•/moleand ¾
30 b/øK. On the basis of these values we take

Ap/p -- 0.08and y = 40 b/øK. From equation
1, with T = 1800øKat the phase-change
boundary, the heat of reactionis Q = 40 cal/g. For
other mean propertiesof the upper mantle we
take a == 3 X 10-• øI{-•, g -- 10a cm/sec
'•,
3.5 g/era•, % -- 0.3 cal/gøK, and n = 10-"em-•/
sec.

The results of the above calculations will now

In the analysisgivenabove,the criticalRayleigh numberR• has beengiven as a function
of the parametersS and Ro. Usingthe properties givenabove,the minimumvalue of the temparedto the calculationwithouta phasechange. peraturegradient]•-]g, that will lead to insta-

be applied lo lhe earth's mantle. A stability
calculationwill be carried out with a phase
changepresent, and the results will be com-

The olivine-spinel phase changewill be approximatedby asunivariantphase-change
boundary at an undisturbed depth of 400 km; we
therefore take d = 400 kin. Following Ringwoo• [1970] and others, the mantle abovethe
phaseboundaryis taken to be 75% olivinewith
a Mg.•SiO,to Fe•SiO, ratio of 9 to 1. There
is someuncertaintyabout the propertiesof the
olivine-spinelphase change.To specify this
phasechangeit is sufficientto give the change
in specificvolume A• and the slope of

Clapeyroncurve ¾. For forsteritc (Mg•Si0,),
the calculated values of Ahrens and Syono
[1967] are zkv = 2.8 cm'/mole and ¾ = 50

b/øK; the extrapolatedexperimentalvaluesof
Akimo•o and Fufisawa [1968] are Av = 3.3
cm'/moleand ¾ = 62 b/ø•, and the extrapolated experimentalvalues of Ringwood and

bility wilI be determined as a function of the

kinematicviscosity.If ]g¾/pg<< 1, then the
parameter S -- 0.76. For a particular viscosity
Ro is evaluated,and the critical Rayleigh number R• is determined from Figure 1. This critical Rayleigh number givesthe minimum value
of the temperaturegradient that will lead to
convection.If the value of/• is suchthat
pq -----0 (1) then the calculationmust be iterated.

The critical temperature gradient ]•-B• is
given as a function of kinematic viscosityin
Figure 2. The dashedline is the stability curve
for a layer of fluid of thickness 2d without a

phase change (Rayleigh stability). The solid
line to the right of point zi is the stability curve
for a layer of fluid with a phasechangeas determ_;ned
above.To the left of point ,4 the solid
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Fig. 2. The minimum critical superadiabatic
temperaturegradientfor instability in the
mantle as a function of kinematic viscosity. The dashed line is the stability curve for a mantle

without a phasechange(Rayleighstability). The solidline is the stability curvefor a mantle
with the olivine-spinelphasechange.To the left of pointA the stabilitycurvefor double-cell
convectionabove and below the phaseboundary lies below the stability curve for convection
through the boundary.

line is the Rayleighstability curvefor a fluid deeper mantle where the viscosity is expected
layer of thickness
d. In this regionthe stability to be in the range v -- 10-•' -- 10• cm'/sec.
curve for double-cell convection lies below the

stabilitycurvefor convection
throughthe phase
boundary.

To the right of point B the phasechangeis
alestabilizing
(the solidlineliesbelowthe dashed
line). Betweenpoints.4 and B the phasechange
is stabilizing
but convection
takesplacethrough
the phase-change
boundary.To the left of point
.4 the phasechangeis absolutelystabilizingand
convectiondoesnot penetratethe phasebound-

FINITE

As a further

AMPLITUDE CONVECTION

indication

of the effect of the

olivine-spineIphase changeon mantle convection, we considerthe phase changein the descending slab of lithosphere beneath oceanic
trenches.A typical temperatureprofile for the
mantle [T'urcot•e and Oxburgh, 1969] is given
in Figure 3. The Clapeyron curve is included
as a dashed line with a constant slope correspondingto ¾ -- 40 b/øI<. The Clapeyroncurve

ary. It shouldbe emphasizedthat these results
are basedon a linearizedstability analysisand intersects the mantle temperature profile at •
are valid only for small amplitudeconvection. mean depth of 400 kin. Temperatureprofiles
Also the assumptionof constant viscosity is for the descendingslab have been calculated
probablynot a goodapproximation
for the up- by Oxburghand Turcoite [1970]. The minimum
per mantle.However,the resultsdo showthat temperaturein the slab as a functionof depth
the olivine-spinelphasechangemay be desta- is also included in Figure 3. If the slab is in
billzing, partially stabilizing,or an effective thermodynamicequilibrium,the phase change
barrier to convection. In the absence of conwill take placein the slab where the Clapeyron
vection the geothermalgradient in the upper curve intersects the temperature profile for
800 km of the mantle should be in the range the slab. From Figure 3 we see that this occurs
lø-5øK/km [Schubert et al., 1969]. From at a mean depth of 290 kin. The olivine-spineI
Figure2 we seethat this is the rangein which phaseboundaryis elevatedup to 100 km in the
the phasechangeis alestabilizing.
Thereforethe descendingslab relative to the rest of the man-

phasechangemay lead to convectionin the

tle. The additionaldensespine1within the slab

P•ASE CHANGESAND MANTLE CONVECTION
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contractionis a form of finite amplitudel•ayleigh convection,this calculationshowsthat
finite amplitude convectiondue to the phase
change instability plays a significantrole in

/
T(øC}/ /

mantle

CLAPEYRON
,/

convection.
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